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 Resort Transition   
...is the entry to Park City Mountain Resort 

   and Old Town

...includes very few historic homes 

...inclues the Senior Center

...has a mix of housing, commercial, and 

    recreation

...has alot of seasonal housing and nightly 

    rental 

...recreation access 

...is outdated 
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 Lowell to Empire   
...has a lot of historic homes

...includes many year-round residents 

...and has a diverse population

...has diversity in housing including design, size,

    massing, scale,  proportion, and context 

...is connected to open space, trails, & skiing 

...is home to the City Library 

...is home to the Town Bridge/Town Lift

...is a real neighborhood
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 Lower Park Avenue   
...has many public amentities (parks, trails, 
playground, sand garden)

...is the entry to Old Town

...has a great diversity of housing & people

...is home to many historic homes & buildings

...is home to the Miner’s Hospital 

...is connected to other areas through Poison 
Creek and the bike trail

...is concerned with pedestrain safety, historic 
preservation, and utilities
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 Ridge to Norfolk   
...has great open space

...has a variety of architecture

...is a gateway to the hiking trails and skiing

...is conflicted with the existing open space and 
the future development

...is home to a diversity of people

...is home to many historic homes 

...is connected to skiing 

...is diverse

...is quiet
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 Upper Park/Woodside   
...is highly desireable due to mountain access 
and proximity to ski trails

...is dense with many Historic homes and       
restorations

...has may Icon Historic Buildings

...is connected to the Town Bridge and the  
Crescent Tram trail  

...is concerned with speeding, pedestrians, and 
street lighting
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Main Street   
...is the crown jewel

...is full of history 

...is walkable

...has potential to be reengineered with one 
way roads or pedestrians only

...is home to many important historic buildings 
and current community gathering spots

...had potential at the South End for 
new development

...has an outdated mall 
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 Rossi Hill   
...has great views of town 

...has access to trails and town 

...has many year round residents that have 
lived there a long time

...has larger lots and larger homes

...has steep slopes with unique architecture

...is concerned with future development

...is home to many historic homes

...is concerned with the upkeep of 

pedestrian stairs
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 Deer Valley Entry   
...has too much traffic

...has a few historic Miner Shacks 

...backs up to Open Space

...has many multi-family buildings and condos 

...is steep

...is home to wildlife 

...is concerned about the BLM land, Employee 
Housing, bike lanes, and lighting 
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 Daly Avenue   
...has many year round residents

...has a strong sense of history  

...is located in an intimate canyon, with Open 
Space and Trails at the end of the road

...has a creek running down it

...is home to many dogs

...has concerns with Compatibility, Parking, 
Speeding, and Utilities

...is connected to skiing, mountain biking, and 
hiking
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 Hillside    
...has very steep and narrow roads

...has historic homes, sheds and renovations 

...is a great residential neighborhood with may 
year round locals

...has views

...is home to a few Pocket Parks 

...is concerned with pedestrian safety and 
parking 

...is happy with the new improvements 
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